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__________

How Much Pain Will It Take for the ‘Bottom 50%’ To
Realize Its Political Power? What Then?
Karl Polzer, Center on Capital & Social Equity

Capitalizing on college football – Washington Examiner
"In U.S. college sports -- as in the nation’s broader blend of capitalism and
socialism -- political leverage can be advantageous. Winning football coaches
now sit at the top of the public university food chain. They are emblems of
both American economic opportunity and inequality..."
P.S. The draft, titled "Capitalizing on the public-private college football
plantation," includes links to the classic Marx Brothers film "Horsefeathers."

Americans are feeling poorer for good reason: Real household
wealth plunged at record 20.9% rate in second quarter - MSN
__________

Biden Admin To Distribute $50 Billion Chips Fund Based On Race
And Gender - MSN
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__________

Cutting Through the Misinformation About The IRS’s Plan To
Spend $80 Billion - Tax Policy Center
"The audit rate of people with an annual income of at least $1 million fell from
8.4 percent in 2010 to 2.4 percent in 2019. Once, nearly all the country’s largest
corporations were audited. Now only about half are.
"Treasury insists audit rates would not increase relative to recent levels for
taxpayers with income below $400,000. Four of those words—relative to recent
years—opened the door for critics to warn the IRS would use the new money to
go after middle-income households."
There's no mention of the audit rate for low-income workers claiming the
EITC, for which filing can be complex and burdensome.
_____

IRS audit rates significantly increase as income rises - IRS
Yes, BUT. Audit rates for those making less than $25,000 are much higher than
for low-wage and middle-class workers making more. Check out the tables in
the article above. Who do you think has a higher chance of an IRS audit: a
professional couple making $400K or a single mom making $23K? What % of
income does each household spend on tax prep?
from the IRS article above: "...One may ask, whether regardless of the audit
rates, should the IRS simply audit fewer lower-income taxpayers receiving
EITC? Here’s the challenge with doing that: Error rates on tax returns claiming
EITC are around 50%, and the improper payment rate involving EITC claims is
more than $17 billion each year. There are several factors behind why the
improper payment rate is at that level – some of this is that, despite significant
guidance provided by the IRS and others, people (including tax preparers)
simply misunderstand the complex EITC rules, and others involve misreporting
income."

_____
IRS move toward free e-filing could end years of corporate
domination - WaPost
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“'The IRS is completely beholden to the software companies at this point because it just
doesn’t have anything to replace them,' said Nina Olson, who served as the national
taxpayer advocate, the IRS’s internal consumer rights watchdog, from 2001 to 2019."

BTW, below is a win-win suggestion for the long-term care industry and other
employers with many low-wage workers receiving the EITC. Ran this by a LTC
industry association and an employee benefit research institute a few years
ago. There was no interest. In fact, the idea went over like a turd on a hot plate:

Expanding Use, Scope of the EITC & Child Tax Credit: a Win-Win
for Workers and Employers - Karl Polzer
This paper makes the case that helping employees access the Earned Income Tax Credit and
Child Tax Credit – along with supporting bipartisan legislation to expand these programs –
can help industries with large numbers of low-to-middle wage workers. In the long-term care
field, such a strategy can improve worker income through government wage supplements, thus
encouraging more to enter the workforce. Increased labor supply would dampen employer
wage costs – all while expanding the range of affordable services providers can offer. This
could result in hundreds of millions of dollars of added value in worker earnings as well as
provider and customer savings.
_________

Deal reached with strikers at 4 Pennsylvania nursing homes
- WTAE
Below is more detail on the strike from the WSWS, a socialist publication that
purports to represent workers. Do you think its reporting is more (or less)
factual and slanted than what one might find on the strikes in the WSJ? Can't
find much in the mainstream press about this strike. Seems newsworthy. Strikes
are rare in the long-term care industry:
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“We can’t go on like this”: Striking Pennsylvania nursing home
workers speak out on issues behind their strike - WSWS
__________

Exploring the Effects of a $15 an Hour Federal Minimum Wage on
Poverty, Earnings, and Net Family Resources - Urban
Findings include:
•

•

Assuming some possibility of job loss for any worker affected by the
increase, the average annual family earnings across all affected workers
would increase by $5,000. The poverty rate would fall by 2.1 percentage
points, lifting almost 6.9 million people out of poverty.
Even workers projected to experience job losses during the year would see
their annual family earnings rise by an average of $1,600.

Interesting work, but would be more useful to policymakers if it explored
variation in impacts by state (there's a bit in the report).
__________

Tying minimum-wage increases to inflation, as 12 states do, will lift up
low-wage workers and their families across the country - EPI
CCSE work on minimum wage:
Analysis: Ways To Raise the U.S. Minimum Wage To Help Workers, Families,
While Minimizing Negative Impacts
Yes, raise the minimum wage, but don't stop there - Washington Examiner op-ed
__________
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7,000 Seattle Teachers Vote to Strike Tom. – 5,000 Minor League
Players Unionizing in Largest Union Win in 2022 – Oklahoma
Apple Moves to Unionize - Payday Report
__________

Domestic Worker Pay Is Rising, But Not Enough to Keep Up
With Cost of Rent, Food - Bloomberg
That means that their pay is falling in real-dollar terms. Here's the Washington
Post headline over the same information: "Pay rises for more domestic
workers." This tells only half the story...
BTW, as the election approaches, the WaPost more and more seems to be a
newsletter for the Democratic Party and Biden Administration, which no doubt
wishes to portray the U.S. to be a worker's paradise. Of course, many media
giants do the same for Republicans and political interest groups. So read a
variety of news sources with a tilted eye

Record hot labor market has Minnesota scrambling for workers - WaPost
__________

How Long Before Cancelled Student Debt Would Return? CRFB
"A Short-Term Fix to a Structural Problem"
"We estimate that President Biden’s cancellation plan will cost between $330 and
$390 billion and that his full student debt plan will cost $440 to $600 billion. It
would temporarily wipe out nearly a third of the student debt portfolio, but the
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sum of student debt will return to its current level in five and a half years, by
2028.
"Instead of costly blanket loan forgiveness, should focus on policies that lead to
less borrowing or better outcomes for borrowers, as opposed to policies that
likely lead to more borrowing and higher tuition going forward."
__________

The super-rich ‘preppers’ planning to save themselves from the
apocalypse - Guardian
Old-fashioned Egyptian pyramids would probably work better than bunkers and
last longer. We are happy to help a tech billionaire design one (for a modest fee).
__________

'Full-time work doesn't pay': Why are so many working
American families living day-to-day? - USA TODAY
__________
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Energy, cost of living and recession - Michael Robert's blog

"As always, it’s the poor that take the hardest hit. Over 40% of UK households
will not be able to heat their homes properly in January when energy bills rise
yet again. Yes, this is Britain in 2022."
__________

The US has a ruling class – and Americans must stand up to
it - Bernie Sanders/Guardian
"Today over 70 million Americans are uninsured or underinsured and millions
more are finding it hard to pay for the rising cost of healthcare and prescription
drugs, which are more expensive here than anywhere else in the world. The cost
of housing is also soaring. Not only are some 600,000 Americans homeless, but
nearly 18m households are spending 50% or more of their limited incomes on
housing.
"It’s not just income and wealth inequality that is plaguing our nation. It is the
maldistribution of economic and political power."
We agree, Bernie. Unfortunately, both the Democratic and Republican parties
amply represent overlapping interests of the those with the most wealth and
influence and do little for the bottom 50%. As an independent, you could have
held out for keeping the expanded child tax credit and eliminating the special tax
treatment of Wall Street traders to pay for it. The Biden Administration needed
a legislative victory and powers that be shaped it. (BTW Ds, what happened to
the promise to repeal the Trump tax cuts? Rs, your claim to represent the
working class rings hollow when you oppose higher wages.)
_____
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The Ultra-Wealthy Are Increasingly Focusing On Dynastic Wealth Private Wealth
__________

4,000 Google cafeteria workers quietly unionized during the
pandemic - WaPost
"The tech giant is known for its free lunches for employees. The people who
make those lunches have joined unions en masse."
__________

Happy Labor Day!

The Value of All Work - Roosevelt Institute
"Acknowledging the value of all work—paid and unpaid—is essential to
understanding our own humanity and our shared responsibility to support all
workers."
_____

MIT Living Wage Calculator
Total National Work = Paid Work + Unpaid Work
Total Paid Work = Jobs Paying Enough To Cover Cost of Living + Jobs That
Don't
__________
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Long Covid Is Keeping Millions Of People Out Of Work Forbes
Is ‘long Covid’ worsening the labor shortage? - Brookings
Long COVID and the working class: Brookings Institution report finds millions
have left the labor force - WSWS
_________

Sunday, September 4, 2022
__________

Who is your neighbor?
_____

‘Nickel and Dimed’ author Barbara Ehrenreich dies at 81 Oregonian
"For 'Nickel and Dimed,' one of her best known books, she worked in minimum
wage jobs so she could learn firsthand the struggles of the working poor, whom
she called 'the major philanthropists of our society.'
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"'They neglect their own children so that the children of others will be cared for;
they live in substandard housing so that other homes will be shiny and perfect;
they endure privation so that inflation will be low and stock prices high,' she
wrote. 'To be a member of the working poor is to be an anonymous donor, a
nameless benefactor, to everyone.'"

Barbara Ehrenreich, author who resisted injustice, dies aged 81 - Guardian
Barbara Ehrenreich, author who challenged American Dream myths, dies at
81 - WaPost
_____

Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America Summary GradeSaver
“Something is wrong, very wrong,” Ehrenreich argues in what could be
considered her book’s thesis statement, “when a single person in good health, a
person who in addition possesses a working car, can barely support herself by
the sweat of her brow.”
__________

Think Biden’s student loan write-offs are unfair? Just take a look at the fine
print - NY Post
"The arrangement gives both universities and students an incentive to “screw the
taxpayers.” Students wouldn’t care how much they borrowed, since they
wouldn’t have to pay back more than 5% of their “discretionary” income for
just 10 years, no matter how high the balance. Universities could then jack up
tuition, knowing students could simply borrow more to cover the upcharge, and
incur no additional cost to themselves."
__________

Company Tells Employees: Work ‘Voluntary’ Overtime or Go to Jail - Vice
__________

Census Bureau: 3.8 million renters will likely be evicted in the next
two months — why the rental crisis keeps getting worse - Yahoo
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__________

How I ditched my poverty tells - Tracy Moore/WaPost
"...And acting “right” was the secret sauce, and that was heavily dependent on knowing
what was considered acceptable and unacceptable even in normal conversations with other
people. They didn’t burp the alphabet, like my sister could, or tell crass jokes, like I did.
Money wasn’t discussed. Bringing up my con-man father whose name I didn’t even know,
or the struggles of my less-educated kin? Not great table talk. Learning when not to talk
was a big hurdle.
"Middle class meant napkins neatly folded in laps, pleases and thank yous unrolling
sincerely and automatically. It would be outrageous to suggest that poorer families don’t
value these things — my mother certainly did. But working two jobs and the exhaustion of
raising four girls alone made those conditions impossible to create to the degree this twoparent family could."

__________

The ‘Economic Policy’ Façade Hides Outright Class War Richard Wolff/LAP
__________

Help Wanted: Bay Area school district asks parents if teachers can
move in amid soaring rents - ABC
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__________

Democrats Are the Party of the Overclass - WSJ
"From student loans to Covid restrictions, the left seeks to make the wealthy
wealthier."
Dear WSJ: If that's the case, what about the Republicans?

Income Equality, Not Inequality, Is the Problem - WSJ
Really? Just how much does the former Texas senator and his co-author think
we should lower income at the bottom or raise it for the top 20% to make life
better? What a load!
__________

5 Little-Known Facts About Taxes and Inequality in
America - CAP
"Rich Americans face the lowest payroll tax rates and benefit from skewed
income tax deductions, loopholes, and rate preferences."
__________

Vanguard Hits Non-Millionaires with New $20 Per Account Fee - Future of
Capitalism
Fund for the people offers the rich a rickshaw ride.
__________

The Real Reason College Tuition Costs So Much - Paul
Compos/NYT
"...a major factor driving increasing costs is the constant expansion of university
administration. According to the Department of Education data, administrative
positions at colleges and universities grew by 60 percent between 1993 and 2009,
which Bloomberg reported was 10 times the rate of growth of tenured faculty
positions."
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Cut fat at the top first. Should the federal funders place a limit on university
administration costs?
__________

Way More Than $10,000 in Student-Debt Forgiveness - William
Galston/WSJ
"When I entered Cornell University in 1963, annual tuition was $1,700, which
sounds small but amounted to 27% of the median family income of $6,200. This
academic year Cornell’s tuition will be $62,456—about 72% of the median
family income of $86,000. If tuition had risen by the general rate of inflation
(3.9% a year) it would now stand at almost $16,500. But because tuition costs
rose at 6.3% annually, it is nearly four times as high.
"The bottom line: By saving carefully, middle-income families in 1963 could send
their children to Cornell without plunging into debt. Today, this is no longer
possible."
Costs have risen similarly for state universities. So, how is the U.S. going to
make college more affordable for middle- and low-income families going
forward?
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__________
'We are struggling to keep up': Hunger in Iqaluit stretches food
centre's capacity - CBC
Why is there food insecurity in Canada?
__________

Florida Medicaid sees 'soaring increase' of kids receiving puberty
blockers, hormones, irreversible surgery - Fox
If Medicaid is doing it and it costs money, private health insurers and plans
already must being doing it a lot more. An example:

Support Transgender services- Massachusetts Blue Cross/Blue
Shield
_____

A Review of Insurance Coverage of Gender-Affirming Genital
Surgery (2020) - NIH
_____
Male to Female GCS Pictures - London Transgender Clinic
_____
Kentucky's Only Out Trans Student Athlete Has Been Banned
From Her Sport - them
__________

Workers Now Want Jobs That Pay $20 an Hour: Indeed money.com
__________
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ANALYSIS: Biggest Influx of Union Workers Isn’t From Starbucks
(1) - Bloomberg Law
_____
Union approval hits highest point since 1965 - EPI

_____

MLBPA sends out union authorization cards in first step toward
unionizing minor leaguers - ESPN

Senator Dick Durbin@SenatorDurbin
"Minor league players make near poverty wages while serving as some of MLB’s
best ambassadors in communities across America. Unionization would finally
allow minor leaguers to negotiate for better pay and working conditions. I
welcome this step by MLBPA."
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11:33 AM · Aug 29, 2022
__________

U.S. Life Expectancy Down Again in 2021 - USNWR
Life expectancy dips to 76 while Congress works on raising mandatory
401(k)/IRA withdrawal age to 75 to benefit mostly the wealthiest who live longer
less well-off people. See:
A Widening Gap in Life Expectancy Makes Raising Social Security’s Retirement
Age a Particularly Bad Deal for Low-Wage Earners - Karl Polzer/Society of
Actuaries
Bipartisanship can be golden - but grossly unfair. Congress should slam the brakes
on 401(k)/IRA legislation, rethink retirement financing policy
__________

The Cantillon Effect and Credit Cards: The $257 Billion Payments
Mess - BIG
"The Federal Reserve might be increasing or lowering interest rates for Wall
Street, but it's the credit card cartel that structures interest rates for the rest of
us."
Interesting piece by Matt Stoller. CCSE work in this area:

The U.S. (quietly) lets banks extract high credit card transaction fees. This raises
prices for everyone and shifts billions $$$ from poorer to wealthier Americans.
Also, on the Cantillon effect, see:
Could new tools allowing the Fed to pump money through ‘the people’ make U.S.
monetary policy more equitable and effective?
__________

It’s getting more expensive to raise children. And government isn’t
doing much to help. - Brookings
__________
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Many States Are Creating or Expanding Tax Credits to Help
Families Afford the Basics - CBPP
__________

Why Indian billionaires and the Modi government get away by
disregarding the poor - National Herald
_____

Some Labor Day reading:

The Third Pillar - Raghuram Rajan
The Great Reversal: How America Gave Up on Free Markets - Thomas
Philippon
The New China Playbook: BEYOND SOCIALISM AND CAPITALISM Keyu Jin
Income, Inequality, and Poverty during the Transition from Planned to
Market Economy - BRANKO MILANOVIC/World Bank
__________

The Decline of Men in the Workforce - WSJ podcast
"Wall Street Journal Editor at Large Gerry Baker speaks with economist
Nicholas Eberstadt about why men are leaving the workforce in greater
numbers, what these men are doing with their time while not employed, and if
the policies and economics of Covid-19 have forever changed the culture of the
office."
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__________

Mississippi’s Jim Crow-era felony voting law is constitutional,
federal court rules - Guardian

Mississippi: felon disenfranchisement is a racist labyrinth worthy of
Kafka
__________

Sunday, August 28, 2022
_________

Jubilee - Wikipedia
"You shall make the fiftieth year holy, and proclaim liberty throughout the land
to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee to you; and each of you shall return to
his own property, and each of you shall return to his family." - Leviticus 25
Jubilee! Debt forgiveness, release from bondage have sacred precedent. But, as
the Biden Administration is experiencing, implementation raises political,
practical and moral issues: Is something better than nothing? ... Palestinians,
Native Americans, other Indigenous groups should temper expectations.
__________

NBA legend Shaquille O’Neal enlisted by Australia to help with
Indigenous reform
__________
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_____

Does High Inflation Impact Your Student Loans? For Most
Borrowers, Yes - CNET
Med, law and other well-off American higher-ed grads get federal loan love too -even if above the loan forgiveness income cap.
Paused loan payment -- combined with inflation -- means less debt in real $$.
CPI is up about 14% since the college loan payment freeze started under the
Trump Administration. So typical debt of a med school grad ($200K) would be c.
$28K less in real dollars, just due to inflation, when she begins repayment next
year if on fixed-rate federal loan.
__________

As the H-2B visa program grows, the need for reforms that
protect workers is greater than ever - EPI
_____

US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ENFORCEMENT INITIATIVE SEEKS TO
REDUCE VIOLATIONS OF GUEST WORKER PROGRAM BY SOUTHEAST
EMPLOYERS
"Recovered over $1M in back wages, assessed $650K in penalties, debarred 4
employers."
__________
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PRICED OUT Resource List - Halifax Examiner
Excellent resource. Other places should follow suit.
__________

State and Local Government Employees Without Social Security
Coverage: What Percentage Will Earn Pension Benefits That Fall
Short of Social Security Equivalence? - SSA
"In all, 750,000 to 1 million noncovered workers annually might be at risk of
receiving pension benefits that fall short of Social Security benefit levels."
What part of your state, local or federal employee retirement income is an
employer pension and what part is a "Social Security equivalent"?
__________

GDP and Corporate Profits, 2nd Quarter 2022 - BEA
GDP down. Corporate profits up.
__________

Americans Go Deeper In Debt To Afford The Rising Prices Of Cars
- Quint
"...inflation has pushed Americans more into debt with the average used car
vehicle loan up by 18.7 percent in Q2."
__________

One chart shows how the number of Americans who can't afford
rent has spiked this year - Business Insider
8 cities where at least half of millennials can't afford to rent a 1bedroom - CNBC
__________

What Will Come of the Nightmare Travel Summer of 2022? - BIG
20

"... the nightmare travel summer of 2022 is showing that this model is untenable.
For forty years, we’ve been in an era of deregulation. But that time is ending.
Earlier this year, Congress re-regulated the ocean shipping sector, an industry
with very similar characteristics as airlines. I think there’s more to come. And
the airline industry should be next."
__________

Boston Children’s Hospital’s transgender insanity reveals how
unhinged elites make money off our kids - NY Post
__________

Why Biden’s Debt-Relief Plan ‘Pings Our Sense of Unfairness’ Atlantic
"Most taxpayers, however, aren’t college graduates, and we’re asking a class of
Americans who possess educational disadvantages to help pay for a program that
benefits those who are comparably better prepared for real prosperity."
_____
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Biden’s student loan announcement is a regressive,
expensive mistake - WaPost
"Widely canceling student loan debt is regressive. It takes money from the
broader tax base, mostly made up of workers who did not go to college, to
subsidize the education debt of people with valuable degrees...
"Mr. Biden’s student loan decision will not do enough to help the most
vulnerable Americans. It will, however, provide a windfall for those who don’t
need it — with American taxpayers footing the bill."
A huge wealth transfer from low-income workers/taxpayers to higher-income...
Precedent: will future students expect the same? Will this further inflate college
tuition?
_____

Biden’s Student Loan Forgiveness Plan: Here’s Who Benefits
Most—And Least - Forbes
"Favors high-income Americans: Despite the $125,000 income cap, research
shows the White House plan still slightly favors higher-income Americans:
Analysis of a $10,000 blanket relief program published Tuesday by the Penn
Wharton Budget Model found 69.79% of overall debt forgiveness would go to the
top 60% of Americans by income, while individuals who make between $82,400
and $141,096—placing them between the 60th and 80th percentile—would
receive the greatest share of overall forgiveness, at 28.1%, though the additional
relief for Pell grant recipients should bring further benefit to lower-income
borrowers.
"Generally, higher-earning Americans hold more student loan debt, with the top
10% of individuals holding 17.4% of all debt compared to 13.8% for the bottom
20% of earners, according to the most recent installment of the Federal
Reserve’s Survey of Consumer Finances in 2019."
_____

Biden’s student loan ‘fix’? It’s perfect for making the problem
worse. - Megan McArdle/WaPost
_____
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New Student Debt Changes Will Cost Half a Trillion Dollars CRFB
"The Biden Administration also announced an extension of the moratorium on
student loan repayments for an additional four months, through the end of
December. This will cost an additional $20 billion. We have previously shown
that the payment pause is an extremely regressive policy. The Biden
Administration says this is the final time the pause will be extended.
_________

Healthcare Out-of-Pocket Costs: 4X What People Can Afford - Dr.
Eric Bricker
_____

An $18,000 biopsy? Paying cash might have been cheaper
than using her insurance - NPR
Shylock hospital charges $18K for less than an ounce of healthy flesh. The No
Surprises Act isn't worth sh-t if it isn't enforced. Political leaders need to stop tip
toeing around the medical industrial complex and get prices in line with what
workers can afford.
__________

A Tax Credit Was Meant to Help Marginalized Workers Get
Permanent Jobs. Instead It’s Subsidizing Temp Work. - ProPublica
__________

Qatar detains, deports foreign workers protesting late pay before
World Cup - CBC
Labor Dept. bleats it's already on the job to get back pay. Soccer millionaires
using the stadia protesters built and billionaires they play for should cover
whatever wages are due (with 'pocket change'). F--k Qatar, FIFA, and the
World Cup if these workers don't get their money, damages, and freedom.
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BTW, an example of how slavery can re-emerge in the market for labor?
__________

How the Inflation Reduction Act Doesn't Live Up To The
Hype - Jeffrey Sachs/LAP
"A staggering 85% of Americans say that the country is on the wrong track. We
are often told that this is because America is divided. The real reason is that our
political system represents narrow interests, not those of the vast majority of
Americans. Alas, there is far too little to celebrate in this regard with the new
legislation."
__________

Thomas Edsall Can’t Even Consider That the Way We Structure
Markets Creates Inequality - Dean Baker/CEPR
"...The key point is that we can address inequality without ever having the debate about
whether poor people can get ahead if they work hard. We can just debate the specific
policies that redistribute income away from low and moderate income people to those at
the top.
"For example, we can debate whether we can just have publicly funded research be in the
public domain. This would mean that the next great cancer drug might sell for $200 rather
than $200,000. And, we can debate whether highly paid professionals should face the same
sort of competition as manufacturing workers.
"Perhaps working class Republicans will insist that we have to keep rigging the market in
ways that disadvantage them, but I sort of doubt that. Of course, we will never know as
long as we are not allowed to have this sort of debate in the New York Times and other
leading media outlets."
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__________

Inflation eating away at discretionary income especially at the
bottom - CNBC
"People (making $100K) are trading down to Wallmart."

_____
Record share of Americans say they're 'suffering' amid inflation, political
division, survey says - UPI
_____

The widely varied pain of inflation - Minneapolis Fed
"Most economists consider inflation highly regressive, falling hardest on lowincome people while high-income have more capacity to adapt to rising prices."
High-income also are more able to raise their income to keep up with cost
increases.
__________

Columbus teachers picket as school board meets - NBC4
__________

Jamaican migrant workers in Ontario pen open letter likening
conditions to 'systematic slavery' - Fox
Sell the cameras. Buy some dryers.
_________
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Strike at biggest shipping port adds to UK industrial chaos ABC
__________

Palestinians working in Israel strike over demand for bank accounts
- Reuters
"The new payment method was agreed between Palestinian and Israeli
authorities looking for a more efficient and secure way to pay salaries, but
workers fear that hidden fees and new taxes will cut into their wages."
Hidden fees for the 'eyeless' in America?:

"The U.S. (quietly) lets banks extract high credit card transaction fees. This
raises prices for everyone and shifts
$$$ billions from poorer to wealthier Americans." - CCSE
__________

Want to improve the lives of children? Expand the child tax credit. David Hemel/WaPost
"The GOP’s child tax credit proposals could lift more than 1 million kids out of
poverty. Will Democrats do the right thing?..."
"When a six-month Democratic-backed boost to the child tax credit neared its
December 2021 expiration date, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi rejected the
possibility of extending the enhancement via stand-alone legislation, saying that
the credit was 'really important leverage' in the discussion over the Democrats’
broader Build Back Better package because 'children and their families will
suffer without that payment.'"
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Actions speak louder than words. Today's Dems view issues benefiting the poor
and low-income as leverage to deliver for their core constituencies: the upper
middle income, the wealthy and corporate interests. Same party politics come
into play in emphasizing paid family leave over paid sick days. See:

"To stop coronavirus, take quick action on paid sick days" - Washington
Examiner
"All Workers Should Have A Few Paid Sick Days. The President And Congress
Can Make It Happen" - Health Affairs
_____

Democrats quash Bernie Sanders effort to revive child tax credit Axios
"The other side: 'Sen. Sanders is right,' said Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio). 'The
child tax credit is one of the most important things this body did. ... But, I ask my
colleagues to vote no because this will bring the bill down, a very good bill.'"
__________

Rebalancing: Children first: A report of the AEI-Brookings
Working Group on Childhood in the United States
__________

Sunday, August 21, 2022
__________

"Let both grow together until the harvest, and at harvest time I will tell the
reapers, 'Gather the weeds first and bind them in bundles to be burned, but
gather the wheat into my barn.'" - Matthew 13:30 ESV
__________
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Taking away a person’s access to housing and food does not
promote work - The Hill
"...The work requirements succeeded in getting people off benefits, but not for
the right reasons. There was no evidence that the stricter requirements increased
employment or annual earnings. Instead, the evidence suggested that eligible
people lost their benefits because work requirements and time limits made it too
complicated to apply for and keep their benefits. The requirements forced people
to focus on navigating complex, bureaucratic systems instead of finding and
keeping quality jobs."
_____

Obesity and Socioeconomic Status in Adults: United States, 2005–
2008 - CDC
Question: Obesity is epidemic in the U.S. Should food stamp (SNAP) recipients
get nutritional counseling, particularly on children's diets? The food industry
probably would resist any hard incentives to eat better.
__________

Biden’s bogus boast of 1 million ‘construction jobs’ - WaPost fact
checker
More BBB? BS baffles brains.
__________
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Biden’s chief of staff says president is comparable to historic
predecessors - Guardian
Really? It's probably a bit early to replace FDR's image on the dime. Joe Biden's
legislative victories mostly involve giving billions of dollars to corporations. His
administration has done very little for low-wage workers. Below are policy goals we
propose that FDR could well have supported but are outside the scope of what
either party today can deliver -- or even consider:

Social ‘infrastructure’ improvements for the working class - Center on
Capital & Social Equity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target subsidies for families (child tax credits, daycare, college) to people
most in need.
Raise the minimum wage and index it for inflation. Give states reasonable
flexibility to adjust the minimum. All workers get paid sick days.
Repair and improve SSI.
Establish a universal retirement savings system.
Incentivize states to expand Medicaid. Hold Medicare spending increases
to general inflation or less.
Improve Social Security benefits for the bottom 50%. Achieve long-term
solvency through higher taxes mostly on the top 20%.
Improve the unemployment insurance system and job training.
__________

Allyson Felix: My Own Nike Pregnancy Story - NYT
"I’ve been one of Nike’s most widely marketed athletes. If I can’t secure
maternity protections, who can?"
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_____

Nike cut Olympic athlete’s funding 70% when they learned she was pregnant
- metro voice news
"...This breakthrough came too late for track star and Olympic gold medalist
Sanya Richards-Ross. Under pressure, she had an abortion weeks before
competing in Beijing’s 2008 Olympics."
_____

Question: Can a corporation (or decision makers in one) be held criminally or
civilly responsible for requiring or pressuring an athlete to have an abortion (end
the life of a human fetus)? Just as the law considers corporations to be
"persons" enjoying constitutional protection to speak freely and buy political
influence, they also can be held criminally responsible. For example, see:

Bringing Criminal Charges Against Corporations - US Department
of Justice

__________

Are We Really Headed For A Recession? Here's What State Unemployment
Rates And Payroll Employment Mean For The Economy - BZ
Maybe. Maybe not. Looks like businesses are hedging their bets.

Half of US companies gearing up for layoffs, survey suggests - NY
Post
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Fed actions to slow employment are ‘taking hold,’ EPI president
says
__________

Private Equity: Closing Down the Billionaire Factory - BIG
"The private equity industry has been running America for four decades. This is
how the 'billionaire factory' emerged, and why the public has had enough."
_____

Private equity may be heading for a fall - The Economist
"The era of rising valuations and cheap debt is over"
"Private-equity bosses often claim it is their skills as business-operators, rather than
financial engineers, which generate returns (and handsome fees). Their investors should
hope this is true. But these masters of the universe will find that they are not immune from
the difficulties of managing a business during a period of stagflation; growth and margin
worries keep bosses of private companies up at night, too. According to one study,
expanding margins accounted for only 6% of private-equity value-creation during the past
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five years; as pricing-power becomes the focus of all firms, defending profitability will take
priority over growth. The penalties for failing to adapt will be harsh. Hefty debt piles
(average leverage in large American buy-outs is now more than seven times ebitda, the
highest since 2007) make getting this right critical to avoiding the bankruptcy courts."

r > g revisited?
Extremely high private equity yields are a blatant example of Thomas Piketty's
observation that, most of the time, the rate of return on capital (r) tends to
exceed the growth of an economy as a whole (g). More important than
the accounting regularity he associates with wealth concentration, is why and
how it happens. Using political power, legal expertise, and financial acumen,
private equity managers engineered a massive transfer of wealth to the top of the
economic pyramid from the next 20% (owners of publicly traded stock and
bonds) and people at the bottom of the heap (job and income loss). A small
fraction of private equity yields resulted from improving business productivity.
Insights into the tools used to maintain and grow capital (property/money) can
be found in Katharina Pistor's "The Code of Capital: How the Law Creates
Wealth and Inequality."
__________

Profits and the pandemic: As shareholder wealth soared,
workers were left behind - Brookings
__________
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Lowe's announces $55 million in bonuses for hourly frontline
workers to ease pressures of inflation - CBS
"While the bonus money will offer temporary help to Lowe's workers, it is not as
useful as a salary raise, Harris said.
"'Workers of course prefer a wage raise to a bonus because an increase in wage
is permanent, whereas a bonus is transitory,' Harris said. 'I imagine that Lowe's
and other companies who are doing bonuses are not quite ready to raise wages.
They'd rather not have to, but they will be forced to if they start losing
employees.'"
__________

Working People’s Real Wages Fall While CEO Pay Soars AFL-CIO
"In 2021, corporate CEOs were quick to blame worker wages for causing
inflation. But workers’ real wages actually fell 2.4% in 2021 after adjusting for
inflation.
"Working people experienced a pay cut with every price increase while U.S.
companies enjoyed record profits and CEO pay increased at an even faster
rate."
_____

Paltry U.S. minimum wage 'really striking' amid inflation yahoo!finance
"Since 2014, 30 states — including Nevada, Oregon, Connecticut, South Dakota,
New York, California, and New Mexico — plus Washington, D.C., have
implemented higher starting wages than the federal minimum. And this year, 44
cities plan to increase their starting hourly wage to $15 or higher.
"Still, there are significant gaps in where workers can earn a livable wage. 20
states still have a minimum wage no higher than the $7.25 federal level.
"That has made it more difficult for low-wage workers to obtain basic necessities
like affordable housing. For instance, a 2021 LendingTree study found that the
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median rent and home price weren't attainable for minimum wage workers in
every state.
"'Some of those minimum wage increases aren't enough in my view in order to
maintain a basic standard of living, like being able to afford rent and utilities and
so forth without hardship,' Zipperer said. 'But certainly in the places that aren't
raising the minimum wage, low-wage workers are just being excessively
punished.'"
__________

Racial Inequality in the U.S. Unemployment Insurance System NBER
"...we show that states with the largest shares of Black workers would gain the
most from having more generous UI rules. Altogether, our results highlight that
disparate state rules in the UI institution create racial inequality without
maximizing overall welfare."
__________

Workers at Britain’s Peel Port vote to strike - Politico
This summer’s strikes are already working – unions, set your sights even higher Guardian
Britain faces a summer of strikes as historic inflation and falling real wages bite CNBC
__________

15,000 Nurses to Strike in Minnesota – Nurses Forced to Ration Ravioli Could
Strike – Amazon’s BIG Tik Tok Problem - Payday Report
Nurses Strike Imminent in Healthcare Chains in Pennsylvania - Fox56
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Taxpayers: After your $$$ get through the state of Pennsylvania and nursing
home industry, not much ravioli to put on the table. (Where does the 30% go?)
__________

Minneapolis teachers union's racism against white people should not
be tolerated - Washington Examiner
This one needs to get to the Supreme Court. As James Baldwin wrote, being
white is a lie designed to exert power over excluded groups. The law should be
blind to human skin color, which comes in an infinite variety of shades. Nobody
is white.
_____

Some of our work in this area:
•
•
•

Opposing Racism and Human Bondage in the United States
Addicted to Identity Politics, Progressives May Miss a Historic Chance
To Connect with America’s Working Class
Progressive, race-neutral economics will help minority communities
__________

Haggling With Pharma: Medicare Drug Price Negotiations
Explained - Bloomberg
H.R. 5376 - Inflation Reduction Act of 2022
It's a start. But some reasons new Medicare drug price negotiations won't cut
overall costs much for many years -- unless the legislation is expanded: 1) Only a
few drugs, albeit high-volume, are involved - so Pharmas can cost shift to other
Medicare drugs and those in private market; 2) launch date 3 years away in next
administration; 3) initial negotiated prices largely based on past prices; 4) HHS
must develop consistent (and complex) negotiation methodology sure to be
battled tooth and nail in the regulatory process...But it is a start.

__________
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When Parents Tell Kids to ‘Work Hard,’ Do They Send the Wrong
Message? - Harvard Business School
All things being equal, kids from low-income families need to work hard to
compete with the more gifted. A good capitalist, however, knows it's best to
"work smart."
__________

Where Have All the Soldiers Gone? - LA Progressive
"The human frailties that hinder enlistment are symptoms of something more
sinister than a military lacking bodies."
"...Thanks in part to growing wealth inequalities in this country and what often seems to be
a perpetual stalemate in Congress regarding social spending, the next generation of wouldbe fighters turn out to be in surprisingly rough shape. It’s no secret that the U.S. military
targets low-income communities in its recruitment drives. It has a long record, for instance,
of focusing on high schools that have higher proportions of poor students. Recruiters are
also reportedly showing up at strip malls, fast-food joints, and even big box stores — the
places, that is, where many poor and working-class Americans labor, eat, or shop."
_____

4 Reasons Nobody is Joining the Military - Task & Purpose
7 in 10 Americans don't quality for military service because they are too fat,
dumb, or are disabled, in college or have criminal records. Would a national
draft or lottery help improve national defense, personal fitness, and moderate
inequality?
__________
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4 Social Security Changes Joe Biden Wants to Make Motley Fool
Very close to what CCSE has proposed to help the bottom 50% and lowest
income.

Center on Capital & Social Equity work on Social Security and retirement
savings
There's a way to save Social Security, but it involves taxing the rich Washington Examiner
__________

The Semiconductor Bill and the Moderna Billionaires - Dean
Baker/CEPR
"It’s pretty funny that we continually debate the causes of inequality when we
routinely pass bills that redistribute income upward. The semiconductor bill
about to be approved by Congress is the latest episode in this absurd charade."
__________

WSJ Hates Tax Breaks: California Edition - FAIR
"The Wall Street Journal editorial board has a long history of liking tax relief
only when it benefits the wealthy."
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_____
Teachers get a pitiful $50 tax deduction bump for supplies for 2022 - Michelle Singletary/WaPost

"Then the IRS pointed out something stunning. “This is the first time the annual
limit has increased since the special educator expense deduction was enacted in
2002,” the agency said. That is an “F” for effort for a tax code that is overly
generous to wealthy individuals and large corporations."
__________

Russia under Putin - Michael Robert's Blog
"Amid stagnation, inequality has accelerated. According to joint research by the
Higher School of Economics and the state-run VEB Bank, “the wealthiest 3
percent of Russians owned 89 percent of all financial assets in 2018.” The Moscow
Times reports “the number of billionaires in Russia grew from 74 to 110 between
mid-2018 and mid-2019, while the number of millionaires rose from 172,000 to
246,000.” According to Forbes’s rating, the total wealth possessed by Russia’s top
200 in 2019 was $15 billion higher than it had been in 2014.
"In contrast, Rosstat reported last year that 14.3 percent of the population (21
million people) can be defined as poor. According to Yale economist Christopher
Miller, Russians are getting poorer. The year “2018 marked the fifth straight year
in which Russians’ inflation-adjusted disposable incomes fell.” Rosstat further
reports that “almost two-thirds (63.5%) of Russian households only have enough
money to buy food, clothes and other essential items.” The Russian Central Bank
reported that 75 percent of the population is not able to save anything each
month and almost one-third of those who manage to put some money into
savings do so by skimping on food."
__________

The Beginning of History: Surviving the Era of Catastrophic
Risk - Foreign Affairs
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China’s New Vassal: How the War in Ukraine Turned Moscow Into
Beijing’s Junior Partner - Foreign Affairs
___________

Harvard Med School Officially Replaces Oath ‘Do No Harm’ With ‘Mutilate
Kids For Money’ - Babylon Bee
__________

Sunday, August 14, 2022
__________

"It would be better for him if a millstone were hung around his neck and he
were cast into the sea than that he should cause one of these little ones to sin."
- Luke 17:2
__________

Church Sex Abuse: An Avenging Priest Takes Action - Lean
to the Left
"Host Bob Gatty and author/attorney Mark M. Bello once again explore issues
involving child sex abuse in the Catholic Church. While that's been in the
headlines for decades, author Tom Hogan's "The Empty Confessional" explores
the issue in a unique way—the author goes inside the head of a young priest who
has decided to become an avenger."
Interesting discussion.
__________

Opinion: If crimes against children can’t be stopped from within, the Vatican
and its subsidiaries need purging from the outside - letter to Washington Post
BTW - after this letter was published, received threatening messages from an anonymous
source saying that the church had dealt with the child abuse problem.
__________
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Justice Department Investigates Southern Baptist Convention Over
Abuse - Christianity Today
__________

In Memory of Brett Norman as POLITICO Moves Towards
Unionizing - Mike Elk/Payday Report
__________

_____

One thing the Inflation Reduction Act may not do: Lower inflation CBS
__________

Out Sick Without Pay - Urban Institute
•

•

•

Between March 2020 and February 2022, absences from work because of
illness, child care, or other personal or family obligation increased by more
than 50 percent compared with the two years prior. The reported absences
closely tracked the rate of COVID-19 infections.
Fewer than half of the reported absences from work (42 percent) were
paid. Workers in households with annual income under $25,000 were the
least likely to be paid during their absence...
The cost of not having paid leave is high. Workers collectively lost $28
billion more in missed wages during the first two years of the pandemic
compared with the two years prior.
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_____

Some of our work on paid sick leave:
•
•
•
•

Op-ed: To stop coronavirus, take quick action on paid sick days
The spreading virus calls for fast action on paid sick days for health and
personal care workers at very least
All Workers Should Have A Few Paid Sick Days. The President And
Congress Can Make It Happen - HealthAffairs
What about a few paid sick days? Are low-wage workers simply
invisible to Virginia’s elected leaders?
__________

The Progressive Left and the Push to Reset the Federal Reserve’s Legal
Mandates - Paul Kupiec/AEI
Greatly appreciate Fed scholar Paul Kupiec's citing my paper as background on
how using "helicopter money" and other tools might increase financial inclusion
and make the U.S. monetary system less tilted toward the wealthy. However, as
could be implied by the syntax in the AEI article, I don't necessarily favor any
particular idea now being floated on Capitol Hill - especially those pushing
for more use of digital currency.
Thanks again to Kupiec and AEI for acknowledging our work. See:

Could new tools allowing the Fed to pump money through ‘the people’ make
U.S. monetary policy more equitable and effective? - Karl Polzer/CCSE

__________
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__________

The American trade unions and the parasites who run them WSWS
Any "pravda" in the above socialist screed based on a new study of union
finances?
Read the report yourself:

LABOR’S FORTRESS OF FINANCE:
A Financial Analysis of Organized Labor and Sketches for an
Alternative Future - Radish Research
"The financial analysis of organized labor has some obvious drawbacks (please
see the Appendix for methodological issues). There is no “One Big Union,” but
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over ten thousand union entities grouped in over 100 union affiliations. Some
unions have doubled down on spending, others have run large surpluses and kept
their spending lower than the growth in revenue. Unions in growing sectors have
prospered, other unions have struggled to maintain relevancy in declining
sectors. Nevertheless, looking at organized labor collectively, the trends are
clear: over the last decade, labor has nearly doubled its net assets, run large
surpluses, reduced the workforce while increasing pay at the top, and spent less
than the rate of inflation–all while union membership has declined."
__________

Majority of U.S. Workers Changing Jobs Are Seeing Real Wage
Gains - PEW
"Roughly one-in-five workers say they are very or somewhat likely to look for a
new job in the next six months, but only about a third of these workers think it
would be easy to find one"

_____
Why everyone is ‘quiet quitting’ their jobs - Evening Standard
__________

From Great Moderation to Great Stagflation - Nouriel
Roubini/Project Syndicate
__________

Message from bakery owner

Oberlin College may destroy 137-year-old family business thanks to
left-wing activists | Fox News
"Our civil justice system too often allows the party with deeper pockets to
prolong litigation until the other side runs out of money. In other words, even
though the facts and the merits may favor David, Goliath may still be able to
hold the advantage."
The woke won't read this but should. For their own protection.
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_____

The unheard story of David and Goliath | Malcolm Gladwell
__________
Lottery Jackpot Won by Woman Who Begged Outside Bank 5
Hours a Day - Newsweek
______

"Hey, low-income people! Here’s one retirement savings strategy, while
government thinks about how it might help." - CCSE essay
__________

What it will take to get electric cars into low-income
communities? - LA Times
Federal $$ to buy electric vehicles probably will mostly benefit the well-off -unless cities and states create equitable access to charging stations. The subsidies
also may lead higher-income people to bid up prices. See also:

Inequitable Access to EV Charging Infrastructure - ResearchGate
Electric Cars Remain Out of Reach for Many Lower-Income Californians as
State Incentive Programs Run Dry - KQED
__________

5 Questions With Family Studies: Stephen Eide on Homeless
Families - Institute for Family Studies
An interview with Stephen Eide about his new book, Homelessness in America:
The History and Tragedy of an Intractable Social Problem.
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"Chapter 9 addresses the problem of schizophrenia and the closing of state
asylums. You write that “prior to deinstitutionalization, families were not assumed
to be responsible for their adult schizophrenic relatives.” Today, that burden falls
most heavily on families. What effect has this had on American families and what
can we do to help them? "
__________

Afghanistan Undercover - FRONTLINE
"An undercover investigation into the Taliban’s crackdown on women in
Afghanistan..."
"The only thing left is your voice"

What’s the Status of Healthcare for Women in Afghanistan Under
the Taliban?
__________

Banksy painting sprayed in West Bank resurfaces in Tel Aviv Miami Herald
"The painting initially appeared near Israel’s separation barrier in the occupied
West Bank city of Bethlehem and was one of several works created in secret
around 2007. They employed Banksy’s trademark absurdist and dystopian
imagery to protest Israel’s decades-long occupation of territories the Palestinians
want for a future state."
__________

Policy Basics: How Many Weeks of Unemployment Compensation
Are Available? - CBPP
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Just sayin'.
__________

Winners and Losers in Democrats’ Signature Tax and
Energy Bill - Bloomberg
WINNERS:

The Wealthy, Private Equity, Electric Carmakers, Renewable Energy, Oil
Companies, Medicare/Obamacare Enrollees, Deficit Hawks, the IRS.
LOSERS:

Pharmaceutical Companies, Tech Companies, the SALT Caucus, Progressives.
"The deal extends a popular $7,500 per vehicle consumer tax credit for the
purchase of electric vehicles."
Switching to electric vehicles has dramatically different impacts on the
environment depending on location. That's because electricity in various
regions, and states, is generated in very different ways.
Together, renewable energy sources produced about 20% of the U.S's electricity
in 2021. About 61% was generated by fossil fuels and 19% by nuclear
plants. Unless the sources of electricity change, switching to electric vehicles in
KY and WV, which rely heavily on coal to generate power, would only
marginally reduce total emissions. Switching to electric vehicles in VT, where
power is mostly generated by water, biomass, solar, and wind, would drastically
reduce emissions.

Click here to check out the sources of your state's electricity.
__________

How Democrats’ New Budget Deal Boosts Tax Credits For
Renewable Electricity Production
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The bill restores -- and can significantly increase -- the recently expired
renewable electricity production tax credit (PTC). States with a large potential
to switch to wind and solar could benefit the most...Will Kentucky (McConnell)
and West Virginia (Manchin) be prodigal sons?
__________

Subminimum Wages Were Always Deplorable. Inflation Is
Making Them Worse. - truthout
Check out the section on sheltered workshops...The minimum wage for tipped
workers should be at least half of the standard minimum wage -- and all of it
should be indexed to inflation.
_____

If Minimum Wage Kept Up With Wall Street Bonuses, It Would Be
$61.75 an Hour - truthout
__________

A Day in the Life of India’s E-Waste Workers - Slate
"Taking apart old electronics means battling suffocating heat and hazardous
chemicals with little protection."
__________

News Blog: July 9 - August 8, 2022 - Click here
__________
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